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ON SOME PASTING CYLINDERS ONTO A MANIFOLD

WITH NEGATIVE (RICCI, SCALAR) CURVATURE

ALONG COMPACT BOUNDARIES

By

Hajime Kawakami

1. Introduction.

In Topology two manifolds are often pasted together. If both of these

manifolds are riemannian, itis natural to consider the relation between geometry

of the obtained manifold and geometry of original two manifolds. For this

problem L. Z. Gao showed the following result [5]. If M and N are two

complete riemannian manifolds with negative Ricci curvature of same dimension,

then there is a complete riemannian metric on the connected sum M#N with

negative Ricci curvature. Of course when he constructs this metric on M#N,

he changes both the metrics on M and on N. Changing a point of view, we

would like to take M with boundary dM and paste M to another manifold with

boundary along dM not changing the metric of M. In this paper we show the

following. Let M be a negatively Ricci (resp. scalar) curved complete manifold

with compact boundary and M be a manifold without boundary obtained by

pasting cylinders onto M. Then there is a complete metric on M with negative

Ricci (resp. scalar) curvature such that the inclusion MdM is an isometric

embedding and this metric is a warped product metric (cf.[2]) on M＼S (where

S is an open neighborhood of M) whose vertical fibers are homothetic to dM.

Moreover if we assume that dM is totally geodesic in M, we have the same

assertion as above for sectional curvature. Manifolds with metrics of this type

are studied in some papers (e.g. [1], [4]).

We use the following notation for a C°°manifold X with or without

boundary,

Sec_(Z):={all riemannian metrics on X with negative sectional curvature},

R＼C-{X):= {all riemannian metrics on X with negative Ricci curvature},

Sca_(Z):={all riemannian metrics on X with negative scalar curvature}.
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If 9X^0, "C°°"means that there exist a C°°extension to an open manifold

including X. Let (M, g) be a riemannian manifold with compact connected C°°

boundary dM and complete metric g, where the completeness means that any

Cauchy sequence converges in M. We attach 3Mx(―oo, e) (s>0; small) to M

so that dA4x[0, e) is the e-collar neighborhood and we denote by M a Cx

manifold obtained in this way.

Theorem. (1) We assume that g<=Ric_(M) (resp. geSca_(M)). Then there

is a complete riemannian metric g on M such that geRic_(M) {resp. geSac_(M)),

g=g on M and on M＼S (where S is an open neighborhood of M) g is a warped

product metric whose form is dt<S)dt-{-w2(t)ggM(where ggM is the restrictionof g

to dM). For any small S we can construct g. Moreover Sec(^) are negative on

M＼S and we can choose either g that satisfieslim(Sec(£))(x)=0, ―1 when x goes

to the infiniteend of M＼S.

(2) We assume that g^Sec-(M) and dM is totally geodesic in M. Then

there is ^eSec_(M) such that g has properties stated in (1).

Remark. The number of connected components of dM in Theorem can be

arbitrary.In fact,we can show it by applying the proof of Theorem to each

component.

Acknowledgement. The author would like to express his thanks to

Professor H. Kitahara and the referee for their useful suggestions.

2. Lemmas and Proof of Theorem.

First, in the following, we state two lemmas. Let V be a C°°manifold of

dimy=ra, dV―0 or dV^0 and W be a compact connected embedded C°°

submanifold of V of dimI;F=&. For a tubular neighborhood of W in V we

choose coordinates (j>,t1,■･■, tn)(y^W, n=m―k) and we set

U(W,e):={x=(y,t＼ -,(≫)g7; Ul2 := S?=1(^)2<e2}.

Although (y, t1,･･･, tn) is local, we can assume that ＼t＼makes sense globally

using the exponential map of the normal bundle of W in V. In particular

U(dV, s) is a collar neighborhood.

The following lemma is a direct generalization of Proposition 2.1 in [5].

Lemma 1. Let g0, g^Sec-(V) (resp. Ric_(F), Sca_(F)) and JKg<Xx)=JKgi)(x)

for any point x<bW, where J＼-)is the 1-jet. Then for any p>0 there are
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positivenumbers pu p2 and a metric g on V such that(XpzKp^p, g<=$ec-(V)

(rest.R＼cJV).ScnJV)) and

for any x^V＼JJ(W, px)

for any x<bU(W, p2).

Proof. It is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.1 in [5], so we state

only an outline. We set gs:=(l ―s)g0+sg1 (0£s^l). Then

(1.1) J＼g*Xx)=J＼g*Xx)=J＼gi)(x) for any x^W

and there is p>0 such that

(1.2) gs(ESec-(U(W, jo)) (resp. Ric-(U(W, jo)), Sca.(U(W, jo)).

Let U={y=(y1, ■■■, yk)} be a local coordinate chart of W. For x^U(U, p) we

denote that x=(x＼ ･■■, xm)=(j>＼ ･･･, yk, f, ■■■, tn) and g,(;c)=S gap(x, s)dxadxK

We choose constants p, X, 8 such that 0</l1/2=5^/o/4^1/8 and X is sufficiently

small. Let / be a C°°function on R such that 0^/^l, /=1 on (―oo, 1] and

/=0 on (2,oo), and let fs(u):=f(u/d). We set ^, O:=/a(UI;) for

(y, t)s=U(W, p) and W(x)=0 for xgF＼[/(^, p). Then ＼ is a C°°function on

7. We set

(1.3) gix) :=S ^≪/≫(xfW{x))dxadxK

We denote the Christoffel symbols of g"s by Fya${x, s) and we set

Ar^s(x):=(l/2)S^r/'(x, s){g^(x, sHdT/dxPXx)

+gPlt(x, s)-{dW/dxa){x)-ga^x, s)'(d＼/dxn(x)}＼s=＼u,,

where ga!i{x, s):=(dga!l/ds)(x, s). Moreover we set

A^ra=A^ra{x, s):=firdW/dxr-ffrd＼/dxa+d(Arip)/dxr-d(Arfl3)/dxa

+A/i,.Ar^-A/VAr?/3}

and

Then we have the following from (1.1). For orthonormal (with respect to

g(x)=gs(x)＼s=＼u,) vectors X=S Xa8/dxa, Y=^Yad/dxa^TxV

(1.4) $ec(g)(X, Y)=Sec(g.XX, Y) ＼s=ycx)

+ S YaY^XrX^A^ra{x, s)(gs{x))$(t＼s=vw

and for a tanerent vector Z=y) Zad/dxa(ET,V
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(1.5)

and

(1.6)
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Ric(g)(Z,Z)=Ric(g,)(Z,Z)|fc,(I)+ S^Za≪U, s)|,=ycx>

Sca(g)(x)=Sca(gs)(x)＼s=＼c^+J]gf^x)Aa^x, s)＼s=＼^

where it holds that | A^ra(x, s) ＼s=＼
(x)

| ^ CX1'2 ＼t＼xand | Aa^x, s) | s=＼u, | £ C^1/2 U|A

for any x―(y, t)<=U(W, p) (C is a positive constant). From (1.2), (1.4), (1.5)

and (1.6) we can show Lemma 1. //

Lemma 2. Let N be a compact C°°manifold and (Nx(―<x>, 0], g) a rieman-

nian manifold with boundary ./Vx{0}. {We assume no condition about the sign of

curvatures of g.) Then there is a complete riemannian metric g on Nxi―oo, 0]

such that g is a solution of the partial differential inequality

Ric(#)<0 on iVX(-oo, 0]

with the boundary condition

J＼g)(x)=J＼gXx) for any x^Nx{0}.

Moreover if NX {0} is totally geodesic, there is a complete riemannian metric g

on Nx{― co, 0] such that

Sec(£)<0 on Nx{-oo, 0]

with the same boundary condition as above, g is constructed concretely in the

proof and satisfies the properties related in Theorem.

Proof. First we consider the case of Ricci curvature. We can assume

that in a neighborhood of NX {0} the coordinate ?e( ―oo, 0] is the arclength

parameter of the geodesies normal to JVx {0} with respect to g. Using this

coordinate we define a symmetric tensor

(2.1) g{y, t):=dtRdt+a+0(t))2g<)(y)+p(t)h(y)

where (y, t)^Nx(―co} 0], go'―glNxm, Ky)d/dt is the 2nd fundamental form

of NX {0} with respect to g and 0, p are C00 functions. Because Ricci

curvature is an average we choose 0, p so that they gain enough negativity

along the f-axis. For example it is as follows. Let C and 8 be positive

constants. We set 0(t):---=d-3Cfand p(t):=-2t exp(-l/(t+28)+l/28) (t>―2d),

:=0 (t^― 28). supp
|O(Z[―28,

0], so g is a warped product metric (cf. [2]) on

ATX(―oo, ―28). By a straightforward calculation(related after) we can show

that g defined by (2.1) is the desired metric (lim£_j;Sec(#)X;y,t)=0) if C is

sufficientlylarge and 8 is sufficientlysmall. Moreover outside of supp p we
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can deform g to the metric g＼y, t):=dt<S)dt-＼-cosh.2t-g0(y)by slow degrees alonj

t preserving Ric<0. This new metric g' satisfieslim£^-oo(Sec(^'))(3;≫t)= ―1.

We investigate 1-jets of g and g and estimate of Ricci curvature of g. A

first,for 0 and p we assume only that 0 and p are nonnegative C°°function;

on (―oo,0] and p is so small that g is a metric. Let U be a small open subse

of N and (m1, ･･･, un) be a system of C°°orthonormal forms over U with respec

to g0. By H(y) we denote the matrix representation of h(y) with respect t(

(u1, ･･･, un). We consider the C°°function

/ : UxR^R, (y, X)-+det(H(y)-XI)

and arrange solutions (i.e. principal curvatures) X(y) of f(y,X)=O; ytx(y)^

･■■̂Xn(y). We set

U0:={y^U; there is a neighborhood Vy of 3/ such that Xx{z),･■■, Xn(z)

satisfy the same equalities and inequalities for all z in Vy).

By the Implicit Function Theorem we can show that each X} is C°°on Uo

Therefore there is a system of C°°orthonormal forms (e1,･･■, en) over t/0 wit!

respect to gQ such that /z(^)=S Xa(y)ea(y)(g)ea(y)for y^U0. On the other hanc

using continuity of each 1} (cf. [3] pp. 76-77) we can show that Uo is oper

dense in U. Summing up the above we have that

g{y, t)=dtRdt+(l + 0(t)T^ea(y)Rea(y)+p(t)^Uy)ea(y)Rea(y)

for (y, t)^U :=U0X(―oo) 0] and Uo is open dense in U. Let (e1}･■■, en) be the

dual orthonormal fields of (e1,･･･, en) with respect to g0 and (y1?･･･, vn, d/dt]

be the orthonormal fields over U such that va(y, i)=W~＼y, t)ea(y) where

Wa{y,t):={(＼ + 0{t)y+p{t)Uy)V12.

We assume that 0(O)=0'(O)=/d(O)=O, io'(0)=-2. Then by a straightforward

calculation we can show that on UoX{0}

dg(d/dt, d/dt)/dt=dg(d/dt, d/dt)/dt=O,

dg(d/dt, ea)/dt=dg(d/dt, ea)/dt=O,

epg(d/dt, ea)=epg(d/dt, ea)―0,

eag(d/dt, d/dt)=ea$(d/dt, 9/90=0,

dg(ea, ep)/dt=dg(ea, e^)/dt――2ba^a,

erg(ea,e?)―erg{ea, ep).

Solwe have that J＼g)―J＼g) on U0X{Q＼, therefore, on iVx{0}.
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Next we consider the estimate of Ridg). Let 0 and p be any nonnegative

C°°functions again. We denote by 7 the covariant derivative with respect to

g and by R the curvature tensor of V. Let X=J＼ Xkvk + X°d/dt beja tangent

(2.2) Ric(2XX, X)=(X°T m^g(RVadidtd/dt, va)

+HU(Xkfg{RVk5ldtd/dt, vh)

+Hla=x{Xkfg{RVaVkvk,va)

+2X°^la=1Xkg(RVad/3tvk, va)

+ Hlk,a=uj*kXJXkg{RVaV.vk,va).

We compute the right-hand side of (2.2). We have

%,5td/dt=0, %/3tva=0,

£(%ad/dt,d/dt)=O,

(2.3) g(%ad/dt, vp)=8afiWaldWa/dt,

g(%av?, d/dt)=-dapW-id＼a/dt,

g^v^v^-jdapW^W-tpe^+jd^WfW-tpepXa

+W-'VfW;＼l+RYg{Deaep,er)+V-SVfW^pGa^

where D is the covariantderivativewith respectto g0 and

Gttfir(y)'Ml/2){Xr(y)g(lea,e^, er)+X£y)g{＼_er,ea＼ep)

-Za(y)g(ea,lep,erj)}.

By (2.3)we have the following.

(2.4) g(RVad/5td/dt,va)=-w-*{a+<pw+m2}

-±-w-≫p≫ia+j{W->d(Wi)/dty.

This term is an essentialone. Next for a^k

(2.5) e(R,<pi/ztVb.vn)

WV-*ekXa＼_W-k*p{d{Wl)/dt}+W-*p{d{Wl)/dt}-2p^

+j＼^w-2a+0)[_＼^a+0){d(wt)/dt}

+V-ja + R){d(Wl)/dt}-4R'-]g(Deaek,ea)

+
^W-JGakalWfy{d(＼$)/dt}+W-*p{d(Wl)/dt}-2p>l.
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g{RvavkVk,va) and g{RvaVjvk,va) (/=£&)are more complicated, but we can

estimate them easily. So we only write the explicitform of g{RV(XvkVk,va)

for reader's information in Appendix. Now we set @(t):=8~2Ct2 and

p(t):=-2t exp{-l/(t+2d)+l/28) (t>-28), :=0 (*^-23) and we estimate the

right-handside of (2.2). Depending on a constant $ (0<£<l) if we choose

sufficientlysmall 8, we have that

(2.6) -W~"{^l+0W+^'f}-^W-a"p"Xa

+ ^{W->d{Wi)/dtY<-^cd-＼i+cd-n>).

So we have that for any unit tangent vector X on U

Wf{l+RW+{X≫y ^na=lg{RVadldtd/dt, va)
1-g

n+1

+ HU{Xkfg{RVk5md/dt, vk)<0,

where /3 is so choosen that (X^f=maxa=0,...,n(Xaf^l/(n + i). On the other

hand we can estimate the 3rd, 4th, 5th terms of the right-hand side of (2.2) by

(n-hl)-＼l―^)Wj＼l+0)0/r using (2.5)and certain explicitforms of g(RVavkvk, va)

(cf.Appendix) and |(^Vjz/j, va) (ji^k). Therefore we have that R＼z{g){X,X)<Q

for any unit tangent vector X on U, that is, Ric(^)<0 on U. This inequality

Ric(^)<0 can be extended to Ux{―oo, 0] because that UO is open dense in U.

Here, by (2.6), we can show that not only "^" but also "<" holds. After all

we have Ric(£)<0 on Nx{―o°, 0] because that we can choose the universal

constants d, C by the compactness of N.

Next we consider the case of sectional curvature. We assume that Arx {0}

is totally geodesic. Then we find

g(y> t):=dtRdt+a+0(t)?go(y)

is the desired metric. In fact J＼g)= J＼g) on A^X {0} the same as the case of

Ricci curvature and Sec(^)<0 on Nx(―^o, 0] by a formula in [2] p. 27. //

Now we show Theorem by using above two lemmas.

Proof of Theorem. We attach dMx(―e, e) to M so that 9Mx[0, e) is

the £-collarwith respect to g and we denote by M the C°°manifold obtained

by this way. We take small £so that we can extend g to a metric g on M

with g^Ric-(M) (resp. Sca_(M)). We can assume that the above attaching

map <p:dMx( ―s, e)c^M, (y,t)^<p(y,t) is an injective diffeomorphism such

that t is the arclength parameter of the geodesies normal to cpidMx {0})-―dM
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with respect to g. By Lemma 2 there is a metric g on <5Afx(―oo, 0] such

that £eRic_(3Mx(-°°, 0]) and J＼g)=J＼(p*(g)) on 9Mx{0}. We attach

3MX(― oo, 0] to M by the above map <p:dMx(―e, OJc^M. The C°°manifold

obtained by this way is M. On <p(dMx(―s, 0])cM two metrics ^*(#) and ^

are defined and they satisfythat J＼<p*(£))=J＼g)on (p(dMx{0})=dM and p*(#),

g^Ric-(<p(dMx(―e, 0]))(resp. Sca_(^(9Mx( ―e, 0]))). Therefore we can obtain

the desired metric g by Lemma 1. //

Appendix. An explicitform of g(RVaVkvk, va).

We denote by R the curvature tensor of D. Other notationsare the same

as above.

g(RVaVkvk,va)

= -^W-W^^^(Wl)/^t}{^(＼t)/^t}+W^＼^l+0fg(Reaekek,ea)+＼^W^p

x[s?=i^ {l^2((l+^)2-M)+l}^([^. **],^)2

+ S?=i?r72{(l+^)2^-pXMgileu e*-],ea)g{[_eue*], ek)

-ja + WZUWjViig&ei, ea＼ek)+g([eu e≫],OP

+ jpHUWj2{hg(Leu ea＼ ek)+lag([_eu **], OP

―la S?=i^([e≪, ek~＼,ei)g([_ei,ek~＼,ea)

h S?=i£([>≪, ≪*]≫e<)#([>≪, **], ek)＼

+f^iny ＼{W^eaa)2+{Wi'eahf+W-J{eaXa){eah)+Wi＼ekXk){ekXa)＼

+Wa2Wk2p{l.kea(g([ea> ek~＼,ek))-Xaek(g(＼_ea, ek＼ ea))}
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